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„ASTRA” AND THE CHOIR FROM ORĂŞTIE
The requests made within the programme belonging to The Association for
the Romanian Language and the Romanian people culture, set up at Sibiu in
1861,have been those of promotion and exploitation of national traditions, the
way they have been kept since immemorial times. All the social categories have
exemplarily answered this imperative. „Astra”has imposed something unique,
has succeeded into an innovation within the Romanians from the places of the
Hunedoara county, that have realised due to the proportion between the specific
domains and solutions to perpetuate a programme, some ideas and some traditional means, coming from all the social categories.
Notable merits had „Astra” also in the action of artistic activity stimulation,
especially by setting up and supporting choirs, brass bands, folk dance bands, by
organizing social soirées and literary-artistic soirées, both in towns and in villages. There have also been initiated prizes contests, a special attention being
paid to the training of some artistic bands leaders, recruited among the villages
intellectuals, thus contributing to the enrichment of the spiritual life of the rural
villages and to the promotion of the authentic values.
In 1913 the „Astra”general reunion was held.That was why the inhabitants of Orăştiedid their best for this holiday not to miss out the traditional contest of the choir with a great programme. The choir had a rich and select repertoire, singing from the creations of G. Dima, TimoteiPopovici, AugustinBena,
D. Chiriac, C. Porumbescu15. If a few months ago the „Astra” reunion had as a
conductor the young IonelRădulescu, in September 1913 the choir was conducted by AurelMedreagraduate of the absolvent al Viena16 Conservatoire. The
programme was well chosen and to ensure the success, singers from other towns,
such as VeturiaTriteanfrom Sibiu andCellaDelavrancea17 have been invited.
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The Orastie Assembly was a grandiose manifestation, and the choir
production was one of the attractions of the cultural festivities inOrăştie. The
chorus success was due to the organised music, a new stage from the second half
of the 19th century when a greater responsibility appeared towards the social life.
The patriotic message was better thought and the choir was organised on more
solid grounds within the Songs Reunion– 188318 and it was greatly led for some
decades by IoanBranga, a talented student of the composer George Dima. This
reunion was not only a form of artistic manifestation, but also a strong means of
spiritual manifestation, throughout the songs of the choristers spreading the faith
in fight victory for the Romanians`rights.
The first mentions about the activity of a chorus band in Orăştiehave
been dating since 1865. On the 3rd/15th of May the Romanian pupils from the
Reformat College were going to the festivity in the town forest, singing the
march „Today, Romanian brothers/ We see ourselves as masters”. Three years
later, the Romanian pupils, from the same college, formed into a Lecture Society,
organised a „soirée with sayings and songs”19. In 1870, the president of the Orthodox Parish Committee was chosen the lawyer AvramTincu, originaryfromSebeş. From his initiative and that of IoanMihai, a church choir is formed, led by a
German conductor. The choir has its debut in the church but it can`t maintain
itself, as the conductor couldn`t understand the Orthodox liturgy20.
In the autumn of 1883, the Sibiu Consistoriunamed IoanBrangaas a
teacher at the normal Orthodox school inOrăştie. His name is mentioned in the
protocol of the teachers`conference within the Orthodox school in Orăştie21. At
his first point, the president NicolaePopovicilet the audience know that after
teacher Sebastian Olariu`sleaving the school, the position was taken temporarily
by teacher IoanBranga22. In the following meeting from October 28th, 1883, he
was chosen as a librarian. The young teacher, originary from PoianaSibiului, was
endowed with a great voice, taking into account the appreciations of those who
knew him: „a good singer, having also musical knowledge, lays the bases of the
most wanted”23. He sets up, right in the autumn of 1883, a mixed church choir,
formed by artisans, Romanian pupils from the Reformed College, ladies and
misses from the town. Around the general reunion of „Astra” inOrăştie, in the
summer of 1884, the teacher filled in the choral band with some members of the
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Saxons of Transylvania songs Reunion24, with ladies belonging to the Hungarian
and German ethnics from the town. Next to the religious songs of the church
choir, Branga also added a repertoire of folk songs with which he would come
out in the public. The time recorders commented on the mixed choir programmes, for example, the article Concert inOrăştieshows that „the young mixed
choir set up soon in Orăştieheld its first production on 3rd/15th of June led by
teacher Branga. The income was destined to the usage of the school”25.
A stimulant for the cultural activity in general of the choir especially
was the general reunion of „Astra”fromOrăştie. With this well-trained band, IoanBrangahad his debut, and the obtained success, as the Cosînzeanamagazine put
it „was probably the strongest impulse for the music to have its foster on”. But
the Saxons of Transylvania and the Hungarians would retire from the choir
which makes teacher IoanBrangaorganise a peasantry choir from which the
Songs Reunion would form, with statuses approved by the dualist state26.
The full programme that the mixed choir presented with the occasion of
the mentioned festivities, proves the strength of this band, but also its rich repertoire, prepared during several months, as it was known ever since May 1884 that
the general reunion of the „Association” would be held in Orăştie27. IoanBranga`s work was not in vain, the choir programme being a pleasant surprise
for the guests and the inhabitants of Orăştie. Observations were made in the
chronicle The Romanian Festivities ofOrăştie, where the article referred to the
given concert and it told some aspects connected to the show itself: „On the improvised stage comes a numerous choir of ladies and gentlemen, led by the
teacher from the Romanian school in the region, Mr IoanBranga. This gentleman
has composed a choir out of the music amateurs, to perform at the „Association”
festivities. The first song performed by this choir, the Romanian song arranged
by Gheorghe Dima, Sărmana frunză, proved us that we had to deal with a good
singer. The second song, Rămâisănătoasă, performed with the same precision,
confirmed the hard working powers, and with the third song, Cânteculciocârlieiby F. Mendelsshon, the choir showed that it knew to overcome hardships”28.
It was still in this article that the merits of performance were revealed: „the accuracy of expression, the entire harmony” that all could be the result of a study
„made with much diligence”. For all this, it was said that „the audience was
frappe”, that due to the frenetical applauds it was necessary the repetition of the
last song, that Mr Branga „also received private congratulations”.
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At the end of 1884, teacherIoanBrangaleaves the school because of
some misunderstandings with George Candrea, who has also been named the
headmaster29, his place being taken by TomaPopovicifromBoşorod, graduate of
the state pedagogical school in Deva. His attempt to remake the peasantry choir
fails. Yet, in 1885, the artistic activity goes on, if we take into consideration that
during this year the Ardeleana Credit Institute is set up, within the Romanian
intelligence in Orăştie, coming up a more energic life, as the social conveniences
patroned by this institution also had a „musical syllabus”30. The press then relates about the „teachers`choir from Orăştie” that presented a musical literary
production held in the edifice of the Romanian Greek-Oriental capital school in
the town31. It was still in the chronicle where it was mentioned the fact that the
conductor of the choir was, in 1885, teacherTomaPopovici, but also that the band
was called The Romanian Ploughmen fromOrăştieand it was made up, of course,
of the singers that IoanBranga had earlier recruited. The choir activity was sustained firstly through the men choir and the mixed choir of the ploughmen, then
through the teachers`choir.
Only in 1886 the chorus activity is retaken in Orăştieunder the care of
teacher ConstatntinBaicu. Having a good tenor voice, he also led the liturgical
songs in the church. In 1887, IoanBrangacomes back to Orăştie, sets up the choir
again, this time only with the peasants`boys and girls in the town. He manages to
realize one of the strongest choirs in Transylvania. By recruiting the peasant
element, the music spread within the people, leading to raising its music culture.
The press comments in favour the public performances: „The mixed choir fromOrăştiefixes a concert in its favour, having the following programme:
1) Retour victorieux, mixed choir by H. Bianchi;
2) Marşulcomunei, arranged for piano with four hands by F. Mendelsshon Bartholdi;
3) Fântâna cu treiizvoare, mixed choir by G. Dima;
4) Plecareapăsărilor, tube accompanied by piano by F. Mendelsshon,
translated byŞtefanRoşianu;
5) Cântec final, mixed choir by R. Kreutzer;
6) Nor de vijelie, romance for one voice, piano accompanied by V.
Humel;
7) Haiînhoră de-a juca, mixed choir by G. Dima”32.
It is to be mentioned in this repertoire the multitude of manifestation
forms: choir, singers, accompanies the variety of the Romanian musical products
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but also those of the foreign classics. In order to materially strengthen the choir,
different actions are organised, whose gain was „in favour of its fond”33.
Over passing the beginning hardships, the choir will be fully strengthened, its concerts are richer and richer, the public performances more numerous,
modestly calling itself Concert fromOrăştie34.With this title, TheConcert announced by The Family on the 10th of June 1888, had IoanBranga as a conductor, with the contest of I. Demianand it had 13 points. Due to these successes, the
choir leader will determine a teachers`movement that initiates on its own some
cultural manifestations, supporting at the same time and more intensely the chorus band. We give as examples the songs performed by The ChoirofBrangaat the
general reunion of the Romanian Greek Orthodox Teachers`Reunion from Deva
county in 1891: Deşteaptă-teromâneby G. Muzicescu, Din depărtare,quartetby I.
Vorobihievici,Cântec final by Kreutzer,Oşteanulromân, Nevasta care iubeşte,
both byMuzicescu, Stăncuţa, Răsailunăand Ileana also byMuzicescu. In a new
article, commenting on this concert, it was said that „it came out well”, being in
the public eye several songs, some singers and the concert organizer, teacher
IoanBranga35.
The preparation for these programmes needs a lot of time and effort,
reason for which the choir conductor, in his orientation towards public productions will not totally involve himself in the church choir activity as well. Since
1888, the activity of the church choir was rarer and rarer, so the committee decided to oblige the leader to sing in the church early only 25 times. At the same
time it was settled that the earnings of 100 Florinsto be paid to the conductor, in
the choir productions, that is each production, 4 florins36. This statement remained available for the following years as well, since, in 1892, was made a proposal that the conductor „should be constrained to perform in his choir, otherwise his earnings will be withdrawn”, and one year later one of the members of
the committee proposes „to make the choir vanish as well as those one hundred
Florins, that are paid for the choir to be shared between the two teachers, obliging them to adjust to the above mentioned and to perform with the pupils on
Sundays and holidays, one on the right of the priest, the other on the left”37.
A positive activity, secondary to Branga, also developed ConstantinBaicuwithin the Songs Reunion and that of the church choir. Although he didn`t
have Branga`s passion and endowment, he organised tens of soirées, cultural
reunions, festive soirées where, though more were the theatre plays, those solistic
and chorus were not excluded either. At the Romanian school, where he had
33
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been a headmaster for many years, Baicuorganised regularly festive soirées„from
whose income he laid the bricks of a school library”38.
The interest for the folk and laic music will lead to the emancipation of
the choir under the leadership of the church. From this moment on, the choir was
better settled, had experience on stage, the choristers loved their band so much
that they couldn`t break apart from it, they considered it a cultural necessity and
sacrificed their free time to take part into rehearsals. On the other hand, it was
supported by the audience as well, by those who had got a certain musical culture. Undoubtedly, an important role to maintain the choir united was played by
its leader who, through his modesty of behaviour, his tact by which he got close
to the people, knew how to attract them: „the peasantry choir was very interested
and the peasants loved it so much that during the working days they would leave
the cart to someone else, in the field and ran to the choir, `cause it was a brag to
be a chorister”39. The great concerts and the repeated successes woke the interest
of the intellectuals who asked the conductor to approve their massive participation. The intellectuals and the teachers knew the musical notes and this eased the
learning process of the more and more academic songs, and because a great part
of the youth didn`t know the musical notes, teacher IoanBrangastarted to teach
them at school.
Between 1890-1893 for the national esthetical education, in Orăştiecontinued the Romanian balls, the theatre representations, the amateurs`productions
that determined the departure, through this town, of some singers or foreign
bands. The concert given in 1893 had the contest of Mrs Maria Popovici, graduate of the Conservatoire of Bucureşti, ErsiliaPopoviciand MrIoanDemianfrom
Sibiu40. A year later IacobMureşanu had a concert, well known composer, distinguished teacher who has his debut also as a singer41. Artistic programmes were
presented by choir bands, such as those from SebeşandSibiu, that obviously conveyed news referring to the repertoire making up and the performance quality.
In 1897, with the occasion of the general Reunion of the Society for the
Romanian theatre, performed in Orăştie, will be organised a concert highly
watched by the participants from the reunion, of which we remember the name
of Iosif Vulcan, VasileBologa, Virgil Oniţiu, George DimaandCoriolanBrediceanu. The example of Orăştieand of its brave conductor is followed by
other teachers in the area who also set up choir bands. Thus the choires from
Romosin 1900 and which is under the surveillance of IoanFleşeriu, atRomoşel,
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in 190642. It is still at the same time when the choir from AlmaşulMicand Balşa
performed, where the well known priest and teacher NicolaeTodea activated.
At the beginning of the 20th century, the chorus activity, though it
hasn`t been financially supported the way it should have deserved, kept on developing. The local newspapers were announcing and commenting the public
leadings out, for example the Concert of the Romanian Reunion Songs fromOrăştiewill have the following programme: M-aşmărita, mixed choir byTimoteiPopovici, Mândruţa, men choir byNicolaeTodea, Barcarolaveneţiană, Copilul,
solo for baritone by Flechtenmacher, CefaciIoano? Mixed choir by George
Dima, Foiaverde pup de crin, MătuşaAngheluşa, mixed choirs byTimoteiPopovici, Fetelecasnice, women choir byTimoteiPopovici, Nu-i dreptate, mixed
choir by George Dima43. Though the announcement is concise, it is expressive in
the thematic problems and exposure model. In more and more articles, the programme44 was not only understood but afterwards it was commented on. Thus
the programme given by the choir at Feredeuwas announced in two numbers in
Bunuleconom45, in a third one were made appreciations about this: „The concert
room was full of audience”, about the points that were rewarded with „endless
applause” so the band had to sing again about three songs46 over the programme.
From this information we can conclude that the public knew the value of Brangaand implicitly of the Songs Reunion, in the press of those times there already
existing a musical criticism.
The concerts of the Reunion become more relevant. The conductor attracts new elements „men singers and women singers from the local intelligence
together with voices chosen among the people”. At the same time, the experiences that the choristers have gathered from the professionalist artists with whom
they have interacted, contributed to the choir preparation; it participated to the
chorus festivity initiated by the Carmenmusical society, from Bucharest, in 1906.
Here the choir from Orăştieleave a special impression, performing in the contest
next to the chorus bands in Sălişte, Lugoj, Dumbrăveni, Breaza, Reşiţa, Oraviţaand the choirArmoniafromCernăuţi. Thus, IoanBrangapersonally got the a
primit personal Diploma cum laudae and the Golden Medal, and the Songs Reunion was given the Honour Diploma and the Golden Medal.Besides some songs
that the choirs presented under conductor D. Chiriac, among which we mention
the songs Pe-al nostrusteag, TricolorulandPui de lei, the choir from Orăştieperformed the songs BălcescumurindandMândruliţă de demult by George Dima.
The choristers dressed in the beautiful folk costume from around Orăştie have
42
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impressed the audience from the capital, by its originality and by the quality of
the performance of the two songs.
After such a great and long activity, conductor IoanBrangafeels tired
and expresses his wish of retirement. The sanctification of the festivity room of
the „Central” Hotel, in the autumn of 1911, gives him the chance to sustain a
splendid concert that crowns his entire career.
After the concert, with an activity of over 30 years, IoanBrangaretires
from the leadership of the Reunion`s choir, performing only within the church
choir. For a good period of time foreign conductors have been brought to the
leadership of the choir, only occasionally to prepare some shows.
After 1914, because of the war, the appearance of the choir in the public
becomes more and more rare. We cannot say that the chorus Reunion abandoned
any initiative, for sure being the fact that since then have not been organised any
social soirees and great concerts. From the organisation point of view, the general reunions weren`t held anymore and the funds became weaker and
weaker.The personal-political preoccupations from this period are beyond those
musical-artistic, the choristers being attracted when in one band, when in another, and the good singers in all of them.Though the chorus activity didn`t have
any organised character, it doesn`t languishes. Within the Artisans Reunion, the
Women Reunion, the Mixed choir of high school, the band Songs Reunion, the
Ploughmen Choir go on each to present the public different soirees, concerts and
even prestigious shows. Among the conductors who have brought their contribution we mentionIonelRădulescu, AurelMedrea, A. Schmidt, Gh. Pîrvu, N.
Oancea, N. Praţea, SavelHorceag, I. Pera, Valeriu Bora.
Year 1918 marks a new stage in the choir activity and of the Songs Reunion, in the town cultural life showing up other two choirs, the Artisans reunion
choir and the AurelVlaicu High School Choir that will dominate the inter-war
chorus life.
Along its existence, the Songs Reunion from Orăştiehas organised great
and beautiful concerts, valorising the wonderful folk costume in the area, and at
the same time being a messenger of the song and dance here. With this choir
have been organised musical soirees, concerts, parties, many of them with charitable aims or increase the financial fund of the choir. On Sundays and during
holidays, the „divine song” was heard loudly in the church, in beautiful and high
waves, and the people came in great number to listen to how it is sung in the
church.
The choir will not be only a way of artistic delight, but also a strong
means of spiritual manifestation that had as target a high mission, addressing to a
more numerous audience and aware of this meaning. The band supported the
school, it was present at the general reunions of „Astra”, it held concerts in favour of other reunions and societies, the way the Society for fund of the Roma114
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nian theatre, Orăştie branch, did. Thus, this band represented a burning point of
culture and a folk music spreader.
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Рассмотрено, что хор – это мощное средство для духовного проявления, которое имеет в качестве цели высокую миссию, обращаясь к многочисленным зрителям.
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